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How to read the Financial Reports of a Company?

All shareholders will receive an annual report from the 

Company they have invested in. It is also readily available 

on the Company's official website. More often investors 

ignore it but these can prove to be very important to check 

how the company has been performing and to decide if 

they should remain invested in it. It is the easiest way to 

seek authentic information of the company's 

performance rather than other news on websites.

Introduction
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Ÿ An annual report is published for the one-year period ended 

31 March of the respective year by listed companies in India.

Ÿ Quarterly (every 3 months) results are also published.

Ÿ Any information published in the report is audited by an 

external auditor and the company can be held liable for any 

misrepresentation in data.

Ÿ Some sections of the annual report are similar across 

companies but no two reports are the same. Sector-wise or 

business related prospects will change the way the reports are 

presented.

Basics of Financial reports 
that are to be known:
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Ÿ Financial Highlights:  This section is a brief representation of the 
financial ratios related to the company based on industrial specific 
significance. It will be in the form of a graph or some kind of info 
graphic for easy reading to the investors.

Ÿ Management/Chairman message: For an investor it is very much 
important to know the way the top management thinks about their 
company. The CEO or Chairman represents the company and with 
their view on the workings, investors can decide if the company will 
go in the right direction in the long run or if they are going to lose 
their money by investing in it.

Ÿ MDA (Management Discussion and Analysis): MDA focuses on the 
trends, the conditions of the industry and the factors that will affect 
the company's business. It will also specify regarding any significant 
decisions taken and the important issues that affect the industry at 
large and its own business. This will help the investors to think ahead 
and disinvest in the firm before things go wrong.

Important information that are 
to be noted in Companies Balance Sheet:
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There are three important parts of a financial statement that an 

investor should know. They are:

Things to know in Financial Statements:
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The balance sheet gives a snapshot of a company's 
financial strength. This statement shows what a 
company owns or controls i.e. assets and what it 
owes i.e. liabilities plus equity. This represents the 
financial details from the time the company was 

established. The three main parts are assets, 
liabilities and equity.

Assets includes all things of value, whether tangible 
(like machinery, inventory) or intangible (like 
patents) that the company owns, which may be 
acquired in the year or over the years. It has helped 
the company generate revenue or will do so in the 
future.

Balance Sheet
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A. Current Assets

A.1  Cash and Equivalents

The most liquid of all assets is cash. Cash 
Equivalents are also included under this item 
such as short-term maturities or assets that the 
company can liquidate on short notice, such as 
marketable securities. Companies will generally 
disclose what equivalents it includes in the 
footnotes to the balance sheet.

A.2  Accounts Receivable

This account includes the balance of all sales 
revenue still on credit, net of any allowances for 
doubtful accounts (which generates a bad debt 
expense). As companies recover accounts 
receivables, this account decreases, and cash 
increases by the same amount.

 A. 3  Inventory

 Inventory includes amounts for raw materials, 
work-in-progress goods, and finished goods. The 
company uses this account when it reports sales 
of goods, generally under cost of goods sold in 
the income statement.

Assets are classified as Current Assets
and Non-Current Assets
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B. Non-Current Assets

 B.1  Plant, Property & Equipments

 Plant, Property & Equipments (PPE) capture the 
company's tangible fixed assets. This line item is 
accounted net of accumulated depreciation. 
Some companies will class out their fixed assets 
by the different types of assets, such as Land, 
Building, and various types of Equipment. All PPE 
is depreciable except for Land.

 B.2  Intangible Assets

 This line item includes all of the company's 
intangible fixed assets, which may or may not be 
identifiable. Identifiable intangible assets 
include patents, licenses, and secret formulas. 
Unidentifiable intangible assets include brand 
and goodwill.
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Liabilities are obligations of economic value that the 
company owes to others. It is classified in to current 
and long-term liabilities. 

C. Current Liabilities

 C.1  Accounts Payable

 Accounts Payables, or AP, is the amount a 
company owes suppliers for items or services 
purchased on credit. As the company pays off 
their AP, it decreases along with an equal 
amount decrease to the cash account.

Liabilities
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D. Non-Current Liabilities

 D.1  Bonds
 This account includes the amortized amount of any 

bonds the company has issued.

 D.2  Long-Term Debt
 This account includes the total amount of long-term 

debt which is still outstanding. This account is 
derived from the debt schedule, which outlines all of 
the company's outstanding debt, the interest 
expense, and the principal repayment for every 
period.

E. Equity
 This is the amount invested by the shareholders. 

When a company is first formed, shareholders will 
typically put in cash. For example, a promoter starts a 
company and seeds it with Rs. 1 Crore cash. Cash (an 
asset) rises by Rs. 1 Crore, and Share Capital (an equity 
account) rises by Rs.1 Crore, balancing out the 
balance sheet.

F. Retained Earnings
 This is the total amount of net income the company 

decides to keep. Every period, a company may pay 
out dividends from its net income. Any amount 
remaining (or exceeding) is added to (deducted 
from) retained earnings.
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This is how a balance sheet typically looks. For understanding, Balance sheet of M/s. Reliance 
Industries is being shared.



The P&L statement also called income statement 
will include all the expenses made and revenue 
earned for that period. It shows the company's 
performance over a specific time frame, usually a 
financial year or a period of 12 months. It presents 
information relating to 

o Revenue (or Sales)

o Cost of Goods Sold (or Cost of Sales)

o Selling, General & Administrative (SG&A) 
Expenses

o Marketing and Advertising

o Technology/Research & Development

o Interest Expense

o Taxes

o Net Income

Profit & Loss Account
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12

This is how a P&L statement would look like.  We have shared the P&L statement of M/s. Reliance 
Industries (downloaded from their website). 



Cash flow statement shows the amount of cash and 
cash equivalents that enter and leave a company. 
Just like P&L statement, the cash flow statement 
shows cash transactions during a particular time 
frame.  A company can generate or lose cash 
through its core operations. It can use cash for 
investing in assets or receive cash through sales of 
assets or through dividends. The cash flow 
statement allows investors to understand how a 
particular company's business is running, how it has 
raised capital and how the same is being utilised.

Cash Flow Statement
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Ratio analysis helps to understand the 
financial statements, from identifying trends 
over time and from measuring the overall 
financial state of the business.

In addition, lenders and potential investors 
often rely on these ratio analyses when 
making lending and investing decisions.

The following are the most important ratios 
that are to be known by the investors:

Ÿ Net worth:

 Net worth is a quantitative concept that 
measures the value of an entity and can 
apply to individuals, corporations, sectors, 
and even countries. It provides a snapshot 
of an entity's current financial position. In 
business, net worth is also known as book 
value or shareholders' equity. Positive and 
increasing net worth indicates good 
financial health. Decreasing net worth, on 
the other hand, is cause for concern as it 
might signal a decrease in assets relative 
to liabilities. 

Importance of Ratio Analysis in 
Balance Sheet

Networth Formula: 

Net worth = Equity capital + 
Accumulated reserves - 
Revaluation reserves - 
Goodwill - Accumulated loss
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· Book value per share:

 Book value of equity per share (BVPS) 
is the ratio of equity available to 
common shareholders divided by the 
number of outstanding shares. This 
figure represents the minimum value 
of a company's equity and measures 
the book value of a firm on a per-share 
basis. 

 This ratio helps the investors in 
knowing whether a stock price is 
undervalued by comparing it to the 
firm's market value per share. This is 
used mainly by investors to evaluate a 
company's stock price.

 If the company's BVPS is higher than 
its market value per share then the 
stock is considered undervalued. If the 
firm's BVPS increases, the stock should 
be perceived as more valuable, and 
the stock price should increase.

Ratio Analysis

Book Value per Share 
Formula: 

Net worth  

No. of outstanding shares
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· Return on net worth:

 The Return on Net worth Ratio (RoNW) 
is the same as the return on equity ratio. 
The ratio shows how much profit a 
company generates with the invested 
money of equity shareholders. Hence, 
you can also call it a Return on Equity 
Ratio. This ratio is helpful for comparing 
the profitability or annual return of a 
company to that of others in the same 
industry. 

 A rising RoNW reflects that a company is 
increasing its ability to generate profit 
without having as much capital. It also 
m e a n s  h ow  we l l  a  c o m p a ny ' s  
management is using the shareholders' 
capital. In other terms, the higher the 
RoNW the better and vice-versa.

Ratio Analysis

Return on Networth 
Formula: 

Net Income

Share holder's Equity
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Ÿ  Cash Per share:
 Cash per share is the percentage of a 

company's share price available to 
spend on strengthening the business, 
paying down debt, returning money to 
shareholders, and other positive 
campaigns. This ratio is considered as 
an attractive investment by most 
investors.  It is used to determine a 
firm's liquidity and is a good indicator 
of the overall financial health of a 
company. Value investors often 
compare this ratio to the current stock 
quote, and if it exceeds the stock price 
they would invest in it. 

 It is also considered a much more 
reliable indicator of financial health 
than earnings per share (EPS). A high 
level of cash per share suggests that a 
company is performing well. It 
reassures shareholders that there is 
enough of a financial cushion to cover 
any emergencies and that the 
company has adequate capital with 
which to reinvest in the business, 
return money to investors, or do both.

Ratio Analysis

Cash holding per share 
Formula: 

Total cash and 
cash equivalents 

No. of outstanding shares
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· Assets turnover ratio:

 Asset turnover (total asset turnover) is a 
financial ratio that measures the 
efficiency of a company's use of its 
assets to product sales. It is a measure of 
how efficiently management is using 
the assets at its disposal to promote 
sales. The ratio helps to measure the 
productivity of a company's assets. 
Investors use the asset turnover ratio to 
compare similar companies in the same 
sector or group.

 A company's asset turnover ratio can be 
impacted by large asset sales as well as 
significant asset purchases in a given 
year. The higher the asset turnover ratio, 
the more efficient a company is at 
generating revenue from its assets. 
Conversely, if a company has a low asset 
turnover ratio, it indicates it is not 
efficiently using its assets to generate 
sales.

Ratio Analysis

Assets Turnover  
Formula: 

Sales

Average Total Assets
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Ÿ Return on Assets:
 Return on assets is a profitability ratio 

that provides how much profit a 
company is able to generate from its 
assets. In other words, return on assets 
(ROA) measures how efficient a 
c o m p a ny ' s  m a n a g e m e n t  i s  i n  
generating earnings from their 
economic resources or assets on their 
balance sheet.  If the ROA is higher in 
n u m b e r,  t h e  m o re  e f f i c i e nt  a  
c o m p a ny ' s  m a n a g e m e n t  i s  a t  
managing its balance sheet to 
generate profits. Investors use this ratio 
as  tool  for  compar ing s imi lar  
companies or comparing a company to 
its previous performance.

Ratio Analysis

Return on Assets
 Formula: 

Net Income

Total Assets
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Ÿ Debt  Equity Ratio:

 The ratio is used to evaluate a company's 
financial leverage. It is a measure of the 
degree to which a company is financing 
its operations through debt versus 
wholly-owned funds. It reflects the ability 
of shareholder equity to cover all 
outstanding debts in the event of a 
business downturn. This ratio comes 
under the type of gearing ratio.

 The higher the leverage ratios, it tends to 
indicate a company or stock with higher 
risk to shareholders.  Investors will often 
modify the D/E ratio to focus on long-term 
debt only because of the risk in long-term 
liabilities are different than for short-term 
debt and payables.

Ratio Analysis

Debt Equity Ratio
Formula: 

Total Liabilities

Total Shareholder’s Equity
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Ÿ Return on capital employed:
 Return on capital employed (ROCE) is a 

financial ratio that is used in assessing a 
company's profitability and capital 
efficiency. In other words, this ratio 
helps to understand how well a 
company is generating profits from its 
capital. This ratio is similar to Return on 
invested capital (ROIC).  

 In companies the ROCE trend over the 
years that is also considered as an 
important indicator of performance. 
Investors tend to favour companies 
with stable and rising ROCE levels over 
companies where ROCE is volatile or 
trending lower.

EBIT (Earnings before Interest and Tax) is 
calculated by subtracting the cost of 
goods sold and operating expenses from 
revenues.
Capital employed is calculated by 
subtracting total assets from current 
liabilities.

Ratio Analysis

Return on Capital Employed
 Formula: 

EBIT

Capital Employed
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Ÿ Free cash flow:

 Free cash flow (FCF) represents the cash a 
company generates after accounting for 
cash outflows to support operations and 
maintain its capital assets.  This ratio is a 
measure of profitability that excludes the 
non-cash expenses of the income 
statement and includes spending on 
equipment and assets as well as changes 
in working capital from the balance sheet.

 In case of high free cash flow means that 
the company is generating more cash 
than it needs for growth.  Investors prefer 
FCF as a measure of profitability because it 
removes non-cash items from the income 
statement.

Ratio Analysis

Free Cash Flow (FCF)
Formula: 

Net income + Non-cash expenses 
like Depn. & amortisation + 
change in Working Capital - 
Capital Expenditures
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Ÿ Current Ratio:
 The current ratio is a liquidity ratio that 

measures a company's ability to pay 
short-term obligations or those due 
within one year. It tells investors and 
analysts how a company maximize the 
current assets on its balance sheet to 
satisfy its current debt and other 
payables.  The current ratio is also 
referred to as the “working capital” ratio 
and helps the investors to understand 
more about a company's ability to 
cover its short-term debt with its 
current assets.

 Weaknesses of the current ratio include 
the difficulty of comparing the 
measure across industry groups, over-
generalization of the specific asset and 
liability balances, and the lack of 
trending information.

Ratio Analysis

Current Ratio
 Formula: 

Current Assets

Current Liabilities
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Ÿ Quick ratio:

 The quick ratio is an indicator of the 
company's short-term liquidity position 
and indicates the company's capacity to 
pay its current liabilities without needing 
to sell its inventory or get additional 
financing. Since it indicates the company's 
ability to instantly to its near-cash assets 
that can be converted quickly to cash to 
pay down its current liabilities, it is also 
called the Acid Test Ratio.

 The higher the ratio result, the better a 
company's liquidity and financial health; 
the lower the ratio, the more likely the 
company will struggle with paying debts.

Ratio Analysis

Quick Ratio
Formula: 

Current Assets - Inventories

Current Liabilities
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